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Visit Bucharest launched Bucharest Travel

Guide 2023. This is the most expected

online guide of Romania’s Capital to help

tourists discover Bucharest as a local

BUCHAREST, ROMANIA, April 29, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Visit Bucharest,

the only travel platform promoting

Bucharest to international travelers,

launched Bucharest Travel Guide 2023.

This is the most expected online guide

of Romania’s Capital, designed to help

tourists discover Bucharest as a local.

Bucharest Travel Guide 2023 is

structured into compelling chapters to

offer comprehensive travel guidance to

all those already in Romania’s Capital

and those planning to visit Bucharest.

The guide answers questions like:

•  What is the best time of the year to

visit Bucharest?

•  What are the top attractions in

Bucharest?

•  What are the most recommended

Bucharest Museums?

•  Which hidden gems can I discover in

Bucharest?

•  What day trips from Bucharest are

recommended for me to explore the

surroundings?

•  What are the most exciting festivals and concerts in Bucharest?

"We have tried to compile various information already offered in our platform in the most

http://www.einpresswire.com
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https://visitbucharest.today/bucharest-travel-guide/
https://visitbucharest.today/bucharest-attractions/
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comprehensive guide of our beautiful

city. Bucharest Travel Guide 2023 is the

guide to access when in Bucharest. It

offers tourists information on

transport, accommodation, best

restaurants and top attractions. Also, it

offers inside guidance into Bucharest’s

hidden gems and attractions.

Hopefully, this will be accessed and

appreciated by tourists worldwide

interested in visiting our Capital City"

says Ana-Maria Maita, Project Manager

at Visit Bucharest.

It also offers tips to international travelers, such as to enjoy the city at its best.

Plenty of exciting information and vivid pictures from Romania’s Capital make Bucharest Travel

Guide 2023 the best companion for those who travel to Bucharest.

The number of international tourists visiting Bucharest had increased since last year when

around 600,000 foreigners visited the city. Estimations show that in 2023 there will be more than

1 million foreign travelers in Bucharest. Yet, this number is way less than the record in 2019,

when 1.9 million international travelers visited Romania’s Capital.

About Visit Bucharest

Visit Bucharest is the only travel platform promoting Bucharest to English-speaking audiences

worldwide. Since its launch, Visit Bucharest has reached millions of tourists worldwide through

its web platform, the dedicated Android App and social media accounts.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/630829823

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors
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we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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